I have a reproduction of The New Topographical Atlas of Tompkins County New York. Original copyright is 1866, with the reproduction done in 1973. The book is in good shape, with an engraving of the New York State Inebriate Asylum in the front :)

The book is thin, but too large for a regular shelf so you'll have to have a place to put it. It measures about 16" tall and 13.5" wide. If you can use it and have a place to put it, I'll gladly send it out!

Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
dolce at volusia.org

EXPLORE RELIC

September 2018 - The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC)

Start your historical journey here. RELIC's email newsletter highlights upcoming free events and happenings. Genealogy and local Virginia history is our specialty as a service provided by the Prince William Public Library. We're located at Bull Run Regional Library and you can always find more about us at www.pwcgov.org/library/relic

A reminder - Bull Run Regional Library and RELIC will be closed to the public from September 1 to 21 while renovations are taking place. RELIC staff will be able to respond to questions by email during that time.

Genealogy Roundtable.
Discuss the challenges of your family research in a group environment and get tips for new approaches. Moderated by RELIC's Don Wilson.

Register at 703.792.4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org. Tuesday, September 25, 2018, 7:00 p.m.

RELIC INSIDER:

STUDYING SCHOOL HISTORY IN PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY

Although youth in Prince William County have been learning from tutors or at "field schools" since the colonial period, free public education became a reality only in 1869. That year, six school districts were established, and a county superintendent was elected. Soon after, elementary one-room schools were built around the county, then consolidated and enlarged in the 20th century. They were entirely segregated until the 1960s. Secondary schools appeared during the 1890s, including the Manassas Industrial School, our first secondary school for African-Americans.

Here is a selection of titles on Prince William education, all available in RELIC. See our online catalog for other locations. For additional items, search the catalog for keywords PRINCE WILLIAM SCHOOLS.

* R. Worth Peters. Secondary Education in Manassas, Virginia, 1890-1935. (University of Virginia Thesis, 1939)

RELIC has a collection of Self Study Reports done for individual Prince William County schools during the 1970s and 1980s. We also have a large collection of high school and middle school yearbooks, most published since the 1970s, but some as early as 1932 (Brentsville District High School). Some of these items are stored offsite. Check our catalog to determine the location of individual titles and please call ahead at 703-792-4540 to see how they can be retrieved. Most of our high school yearbooks are being digitized for online access; we will provide an update on that later.

NEXT MONTH

Cemeteries: Where to Get the Answers
Learn how to locate death, funeral, and burial records, and what information they can add to your family history. Presented by genealogist Russell De Rose.
Register at 703.792.4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org
Thursday, October 11, 2018, 11 a.m.

Water Water Everywhere - And How We Found Drops to Drink
Historian Charlie Grymes presents the story of how local governments in Northern Virginia responded to the demand for safe drinking water for the growing population of our region.
Register at 703.792.4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org
Tuesday, October 23, 2018, 7 p.m.


Unless otherwise stated, all of the preceding programs will take place at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, Virginia. Programs may last from 60 to 90 minutes. You may register for any of these free programs at 703-792-4540 or mail to: relic2 at pwcgov.org.

You may also register online at RELIC Programs http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relic-programs.aspx by clicking on the program date. Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided.
by the Friends of Bull Run Library.* To be notified of upcoming library programs and activities, you may sign up for the PWPLS newsletter.
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From bmenzel at spokanelibrary.org Tue Sep 4 18:12:04 2018
From: bmenzel at spokanelibrary.org (Becky Menzel)
Date: Tue, 4 Sep 2018 22:12:04 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Google News Archive
Message-ID: <3426665c4c694627b22b6c0c127a31df@spokanelibrary.org>

In the last few weeks I have noticed that the Google News Archive (https://news.google.com/newspapers<https://news.google.com/archive>) site isn't loading properly and when you refresh the site it was you to verify you are not a computer. Does anyone know if this is how Google is going to kill the site? I tell people about this site ALL THE TIME because it has our local newspaper and this is the only online access available. Becky


Becky Menzel
Genealogy Librarian | Spokane Public Library
Office: 509.444.5361
spokanelibrary.org<http://www.spokanelibrary.org/>
[http://www.spokanelibrary.org/assets/img/icons/32px/twitter.png]<https://twitter.com/spokanelibrary>

Imagine the library of the future<http://bit.ly/SPLFuture05> and review our plans to modernize Spokane Public Library.
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From dsmith at usf.edu Wed Sep 5 09:31:20 2018
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Wed, 5 Sep 2018 13:31:20 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Google News Archive
Message-ID: <DCFD1049-11F9-4769-84BC-535CA25822BA@usf.edu>

I just got to the website without problem.

Have you tried using a different browser to see if that makes any difference?

Drew Smith
Genealogy Librarian
In the last few weeks I have noticed that the Google News Archive (https://news.google.com/newspapers) site isn’t loading properly and when you refresh the site it was you to verify you are not a computer. Does anyone know if this is how Google is going to kill the site? I tell people about this site ALL THE TIME because it has our local newspaper and this is the only online access available. Becky


Becky Menzel
Genealogy Librarian | Spokane Public Library
Office: 509.444.5361
spokanelibrary.org

You can get to the web site just fine, but if you try to magnify to look at anything the screen goes blank. Becky

I just got to the website without problem.
Have you tried using a different browser to see if that makes any difference?

Drew Smith
Genealogy Librarian
USF Libraries

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu@genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Becky Menzel <bmenzel at spokanelibrary.org@mailto:bmenzel at spokanelibrary.org>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu@mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Tuesday, September 4, 2018 at 6:12 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu@mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Google News Archive

In the last few weeks I have noticed that the Google News Archive (https://news.google.com/newspapers) site isn't loading properly and when you refresh the site it was you to verify you are not a computer. Does anyone know if this is how Google is going to kill the site? I tell people about this site ALL THE TIME because it has our local newspaper and this is the only online access available. Becky


Becky Menzel
Genealogy Librarian | Spokane Public Library
Office: 509.444.5361
spokanelibrary.org[http://www.spokanelibrary.org/]
[http://www.spokanelibrary.org/assets/img/icons/32px/twitter.png]https://twitter.com/spokanelibrary

Imagine the library of the futurehttp://bit.ly/SPLFuture05> and review our plans to modernize Spokane Public Library.
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From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Wed Sep 5 12:32:55 2018
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Wed, 5 Sep 2018 16:32:55 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Google News Archive
In-Reply-To: <754f7706ba1743f9b31a6c3d8607efc@spokanelibrary.org>
References: <DCFD1049-11F9-4769-84BC-535CA25822BA@usf.edu>
    <754f7706ba1743f9b31a6c3d8607efc@spokanelibrary.org>
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7F74C95F1A8A823E@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>

I was able to use the site and look at newspapers and magnify without any trouble what-so-ever. You might want to try what was suggested before? use a different
You can get to the web site just fine, but if you try to magnify to look at anything the screen goes blank. Becky

I just got to the website without problem.

Have you tried using a different browser to see if that makes any difference?

In the last few weeks I have noticed that the Google News Archive site isn’t loading properly and when you refresh the site it was you to verify you are not a computer. Does anyone know if this is how Google is going to kill the site? I tell people about this site ALL THE TIME because it has our local newspaper and this is the only online access available. Becky

Becky Menzel
Genealogy Librarian | Spokane Public Library
Office: 509.444.5361
spokanelibrary.org
Imagine the library of the future and review our plans to modernize Spokane Public Library.

---

Have you tried using a different browser to see if that makes any difference?

Drew Smith
Genealogy Librarian
USF Libraries

You can get to the web site just fine, but if you try to magnify to look at anything the screen goes blank. Becky

I just got to the website without problem.

Have you tried using a different browser to see if that makes any difference?

Drew Smith
Genealogy Librarian
USF Libraries
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Google News Archive

In the last few weeks I have noticed that the Google News Archive (https://news.google.com/newspapers) site isn’t loading properly and when you refresh the site it was you to verify you are not a computer. Does anyone know if this is how Google is going to kill the site? I tell people about this site ALL THE TIME because it has our local newspaper and this is the only online access available. Becky

Becky Menzel
Genealogy Librarian | Spokane Public Library
Office: 509.444.5361
spokanelibrary.org

Imagine the library of the future and review our plans to modernize Spokane Public Library.
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From ccarman114 at gmail.com  Wed Sep  5 12:58:18 2018
From: ccarman114 at gmail.com (Carol Carman)
Date: Wed, 5 Sep 2018 12:58:18 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Free genealogical periodicals
Message-ID: <CAEfs-s6iMxRggYC-8217PpHugMF9vh1uzuD4MiVMbpOpfAPzSA@mail.gmail.com>

Hello all,

I am new to this list being a retired state government librarian and also a genealogist. One of the societies in which I am an officer was given a bunch of genealogy periodicals that have been residing in my garage for several years. Our society library took some of them initially and a dozen or so boxes were shipped to the Mid-Continent Public Library but stacks still remain. As a last ditch effort to get rid of them before recycling them I am offering them to anyone on this list. I would prefer that you take whole runs rather than random copies. The only cost to you would be to pay for the actual postage. I am attaching a list of the titles and issues available.

Carol Carman
Mid-Atlantic Germanic Society
------------------- next part -------------------
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From bmenzel at spokanelibrary.org Wed Sep  5 13:05:00 2018
From: bmenzel at spokanelibrary.org (Becky Menzel)
Date: Wed, 5 Sep 2018 17:05:00 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Google News Archive
In-Reply-To: <F3A15190-1292-4F5D-9794-64B9C72C2DD8@usf.edu>
References: <DCFD1049-11F9-4769-84BC-535CA25822BA@usf.edu>
<754f7706ba1743f9b31a6c3dd8607efc@spokanelibrary.org>
<F3A15190-1292-4F5D-9794-64B9C72C2DD8@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <c03bc29781d7476ea053518237c8a948@spokanelibrary.org>

Yes, I have tried three different browsers and my home computer in case VPN was the issue. Nothing has made a difference. Becky

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, September 5, 2018 9:34 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Google News Archive

Have you tried using a different browser to see if that makes any difference?

Drew Smith
Genealogy Librarian
USF Libraries

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Becky Menzel <bmenzel at spokanelibrary.org>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wednesday, September 5, 2018 at 12:28 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Google News Archive

You can get to the web site just fine, but if you try to magnify to look at anything the screen goes blank. Becky

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, September 5, 2018 6:31 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Google News Archive

I just got to the website without problem.
Have you tried using a different browser to see if that makes any difference?

Drew Smith
Genealogy Librarian
USF Libraries

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Becky Menzel <bmenzel at spokanelibrary.org>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Tuesday, September 4, 2018 at 6:12 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Google News Archive

In the last few weeks I have noticed that the Google News Archive (https://news.google.com/newspapers) site isn't loading properly and when you refresh the site it was you to verify you are not a computer. Does anyone know if this is how Google is going to kill the site? I tell people about this site ALL THE TIME because it has our local newspaper and this is the only online access available. Becky

Becky Menzel
Genealogy Librarian | Spokane Public Library
Office: 509.444.5361
spokanelibrary.org

Imagine the library of the future and review our plans to modernize Spokane Public Library.

-------------- next part --------------
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From bparadis at bpl.lib.me.us Wed Sep 5 13:18:43 2018
From: bparadis at bpl.lib.me.us (Betsy Paradis)
Date: Wed, 5 Sep 2018 17:18:43 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Google News Archive
In-Reply-To: <c03bc29781d7476a053518237c8a948@spokanelibrary.org>
References: <DCFD1049-11F9-4769-84BC-535CA25822BA@usf.edu>
<754f7706ba1743f9b31a6c3dd8607efc@spokanelibrary.org>
<F3A15190-1292-4F5D-9794-64B9C72C2DD8@usf.edu>
<c03bc29781d7476a053518237c8a948@spokanelibrary.org>
Message-ID: <F453A1337A89CA4E9380A9C3B7539938A232FC@MAIL.bpl.lib.me.us>

Yes, I have been having trouble, too. I get in just fine, but as I scroll through
the paper, I start getting blank pages that say ?loading.? As Becky said, when I
refresh, I have to verify that I am a human ? doable, but a nuisance.

Betsy Paradis
Local History and Special Collections Librarian
Bangor Public Library
145 Harlow St.
Bangor, ME 04401
(207) 947 8336 ext. 106

"Remember to look up at the stars and not down at your feet." - Stephen Hawking

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Becky Menzel
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2018 1:05 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Google News Archive

Yes, I have tried three different browsers and my home computer in case VPN was
the issue. Nothing has made a difference. Becky

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, September 5, 2018 9:34 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Google News Archive

Have you tried using a different browser to see if that makes any difference?

Drew Smith
Genealogy Librarian
USF Libraries

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> on behalf of Becky Menzel <bmenzel at
spokanelibrary.org<mailto:bmenzel at spokanelibrary.org> Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Date: Wednesday, September 5, 2018 at 12:28 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Google News Archive

You can get to the web site just fine, but if you try to magnify to
look at anything the screen goes blank. Becky

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Smith, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, September 5, 2018 6:31 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Google News Archive

I just got to the website without problem.

Have you tried using a different browser to see if that makes any difference?

Drew Smith
In the last few weeks I have noticed that the Google News Archive (https://news.google.com/newspapers<https://news.google.com/archive>) site isn't loading properly and when you refresh the site it was you to verify you are not a computer. Does anyone know if this is how Google is going to kill the site? I tell people about this site ALL THE TIME because it has our local newspaper and this is the only online access available. Becky

Becky Menzel
Genealogy Librarian | Spokane Public Library
Office: 509.444.5361
spokanelibrary.org<http://www.spokanelibrary.org/>

Imagine the library of the future<http://bit.ly/SPLFuture05> and review our plans to modernize Spokane Public Library.
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Perhaps it has something to do with the newspapers you are viewing. I was able to view my hometown papers with no problems what-so-ever. But I have yet to hear if anyone has tried what was suggested earlier on this thread? a different web browser.

Janice

Yes, I have been having trouble, too. I get in just fine, but as I scroll through the paper, I start getting blank pages that say ?loading.? As Becky said, when I refresh, I have to verify that I am a human? doable, but a nuisance.

Betsy Paradis
Local History and Special Collections Librarian
Bangor Public Library
145 Harlow St.
Bangor, ME 04401
(207) 947 8336 ext. 106

"Remember to look up at the stars and not down at your feet." - Stephen Hawking

Yes, I have tried three different browsers and my home computer in case VPN was the issue. Nothing has made a difference. Becky

Have you tried using a different browser to see if that makes any difference?
You can get to the web site just fine, but if you try to magnify to look at anything the screen goes blank. Becky

I just got to the website without problem.

Have you tried using a different browser to see if that makes any difference?

In the last few weeks I have noticed that the Google News Archive (https://news.google.com/newspapers) site isn't loading properly and when you refresh the site it was you to verify you are not a computer. Does anyone know if this is how Google is going to kill the site? I tell people about this site ALL THE TIME because it has our local newspaper and this is the only online access available. Becky

In the last few weeks I have noticed that the Google News Archive (https://news.google.com/newspapers) site isn’t loading properly and when you refresh the site it was you to verify you are not a computer. Does anyone know if this is how Google is going to kill the site? I tell people about this site ALL THE TIME because it has our local newspaper and this is the only online access available. Becky

In the last few weeks I have noticed that the Google News Archive (https://news.google.com/newspapers) site isn’t loading properly and when you refresh the site it was you to verify you are not a computer. Does anyone know if this is how Google is going to kill the site? I tell people about this site ALL THE TIME because it has our local newspaper and this is the only online access available. Becky
Imagine the library of the future and review our plans to modernize Spokane Public Library.

Kindly disregard previous email. As usual, I respond before reading all my emails. I stand corrected.

Sorry!

Janice

From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info  Wed Sep  5 14:01:01 2018
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Wed, 5 Sep 2018 18:01:01 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Google News Archive
In-Reply-To: <c03bc29781d7476ea053518237c8a948@spokanelibrary.org>
References: <DCFD1049-11F9-4769-84BC-535CA25822BA@usf.edu>
<Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F1A8A829A@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>>

Kindly disregard previous email. As usual, I respond before reading all my emails. I stand corrected.

Sorry!

Janice
Yes, I have tried three different browsers and my home computer in case VPN was the issue. Nothing has made a difference. Becky

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, September 5, 2018 9:34 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Google News Archive

Have you tried using a different browser to see if that makes any difference?

Drew Smith
Genealogy Librarian
USF Libraries

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Becky Menzel <bmenzel at spokanelibrary.org>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wednesday, September 5, 2018 at 12:28 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Google News Archive

You can get to the web site just fine, but if you try to magnify to look at anything the screen goes blank. Becky

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, September 5, 2018 6:31 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Google News Archive

I just got to the website without problem.

Have you tried using a different browser to see if that makes any difference?

Drew Smith
Genealogy Librarian
USF Libraries

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Becky Menzel <bmenzel at spokanelibrary.org>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Tuesday, September 4, 2018 at 6:12 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Google News Archive

In the last few weeks I have noticed that the Google News Archive (https://news.google.com/newspapers<https://news.google.com/archive>) site isn’t loading properly and when you refresh the site it was you to verify you are not a
computer. Does anyone know if this is how Google is going to kill the site? I tell people about this site ALL THE TIME because it has our local newspaper and this is the only online access available. Becky


Becky Menzel  
Genealogy Librarian | Spokane Public Library  
Office: 509.444.5361  
spokanelibrary.org[http://www.spokanelibrary.org/]

[http://www.spokanelibrary.org/assets/img/icons/32px/twitter.png][https://twitter.com/spokanelibrary]  

Imagine the library of the future[http://bit.ly/SPLFuture05] and review our plans to modernize Spokane Public Library.
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From B Hill at rbhayes.org  Wed Sep  5 14:48:10 2018  
From: BHill at rbhayes.org (Becky Hill)  
Date: Wed, 5 Sep 2018 18:48:10 +0000  
Subject: [Genealib] Obituaries  
In-Reply-To: <CA+WiaWbqSvmd2=kUUrGRJ94USAqUR1=ofPkaOMxbm48K2GRGQ@mail.gmail.com>  
References: <CA+WiaWbqSvmd2=kUUrGRJ94USAqUR1=ofPkaOMxbm48K2GRGQ@mail.gmail.com>  
Message-ID: <b5fc724b9b324a3e8307205c6de89aae@MBX082-W2-CO-2.EXCH082.SERVERPOD.NET>

James,  
We here at the Hayes Presidential Library are the managers of the large Ohio Obituary Index.  
We, too, have noticed the trend of people only posting an obit through the funeral home and not paying the local newspaper to post the obit.  
For our local papers, we have a volunteer checking the local funeral homes’ websites and printing off the obits that were NOT put in a local paper (thanks, Deb!). She hole-punches the printout and we have binders for these non-published-in-paper obits. They are then indexed in our Ohio Obituary Index, not to the online image which may disappear in a few years, but to the hard copy binder which we will continue to maintain.  
You could also save a digital copy of the funeral home obit. to an in-house file, but in our case we like accessibility of a binder on the shelf.  
We do not do this for the whole state of Ohio, but only our local county communities.  
Becky Hill

Rebecca B. Hill  
Librarian  
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Library & Museums  
Spiegel Grove  
Fremont, OH 43420
We use America’s Obituaries and Death Notices as our contemporary obituary index. Colorado has excellent coverage of our newspapers. HOWEVER, many families are not publishing notices in the newspapers and are using online services through the mortuary for any sort of obit or memorial. These are ephemeral in many instances. Are any of you capturing these notices in any format as a substitute or supplement to your obituary files.

James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
We’re a contributor to the Ohio Obituary Index with Akron Beacon Journal obituaries. We haven’t tried to keep regular track of local funeral home websites, but sometimes there’s a notice in the paper that the full obituary will appear on the funeral home website. If we see that, we’ll take the time to capture the obit digitally, save it in a specified folder on our server, and add a note to the OOI.

I have a friend who’s a funeral home director, and I’ve asked him about this. He believes most funeral homes have the intention of keeping their obituaries available permanently. I tend to agree that’s their goal, but we never know for certain. It’s just hard to lose control over this and it can’t hurt to have backup.

Jane Gramlich
Librarian, Special Collections
Akron-Summit County Public Library
60 S. High St.
Akron, Ohio 44326
330-643-9030
jgramlich at akronlibrary.org
speccollections at akronlibrary.org

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Becky Hill
Sent: Wednesday, September 5, 2018 2:48 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Cc: debra sandvick <dsandvick at hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Obituaries

James,

We here at the Hayes Presidential Library are the managers of the large Ohio Obituary Index.

We, too, have noticed the trend of people only posting an obit through the funeral home and not paying the local newspaper to post the obit.

For our local papers, we have a volunteer checking the local funeral homes’ websites and printing off the obits that were NOT put in a local paper (thanks, Deb!). She hole-punches the printout and we have binders for these non-published-in-paper obits. They are then indexed in our Ohio Obituary Index, not to the online image which may disappear in a few years, but to the hard copy binder which we will continue to maintain.

You could also save a digital copy of the funeral home obit. to an in-house file, but in our case we like accessibility of a binder on the shelf.

We do not do this for the whole state of Ohio, but only our local county communities.

Becky Hill

Rebecca B. Hill
Librarian
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Library & Museums
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420
Gang

We use America's Obituaries and Death Notices as our contemporary obituary index. Colorado has excellent coverage of our newspapers. HOWEVER, many families are not publishing notices in the newspapers and are using online services through the mortuary for any sort of obit or memorial. These are ephemeral in many instances. Are any of you capturing these notices in any format as a substitute or supplement to your obituary files.

James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library

From: skirby at hctpl.info Wed Sep 5 17:50:34 2018
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Wed, 5 Sep 2018 17:50:34 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Obituaries
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hP5JM-k4O5S+7bqb3rGxSGk8M=PANFMJcR9A+vGCxzVyyA@mail.gmail.com>

We try to capture copies and add them to our obituary card index just like we do our obituary clippings.

Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
Especially given that funeral homes DO go out of business. (Less than 5 years ago the facility that handled end-of-life matters for my father's family for most of a century went out of business, selling their assets to another funeral home. I doubt that digital files will be a continuing cost the new management will wish to maintain [and upgrade as technology progresses].)

Betsy Roberts Miller

On Wed, Sep 5, 2018 at 3:30 PM Gramlich, Jane <jgramlich at akronlibrary.org> wrote:

> We're a contributor to the Ohio Obituary Index with Akron Beacon Journal
> obituaries. We haven't tried to keep regular track of local funeral home
> websites, but sometimes there's a notice in the paper that the full
> obituary will appear on the funeral home website. If we see that, we'll
> take the time to capture the obit digitally, save it in a specified folder
> on our server, and add a note to the OOI.
> 
> I have a friend who's a funeral home director, and I've asked him about
> this. He believes most funeral homes have the intention of keeping their
> obituaries available permanently. I tend to agree that's their goal, but we
> never know for certain. It's just hard to lose control over this and it
> can't hurt to have backup.
> 
> Jane Gramlich
> Librarian, Special Collections
> Akron-Summit County Public Library
> 60 S. High St.
> Akron, Ohio 44326
James,

We here at the Hayes Presidential Library are the managers of the large Ohio Obituary Index.

We, too, have noticed the trend of people only posting an obit through the funeral home and not paying the local newspaper to post the obit.

For our local papers, we have a volunteer checking the local funeral homes’ websites and printing off the obits that were NOT put in a local paper (thanks, Deb!). She hole-punches the printout and we have binders for these non-published-in-paper obits. They are then indexed in our Ohio Obituary Index, not to the online image which may disappear in a few years, but to the hard copy binder which we will continue to maintain.

You could also save a digital copy of the funeral home obit. to an in-house file, but in our case we like accessibility of a binder on the shelf.

We do not do this for the whole state of Ohio, but only our local county communities.

Becky Hill

Rebecca B. Hill
Librarian
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Library & Museums
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420

419.332.2081 ext. 231
We use America's Obituaries and Death Notices as our contemporary obituary index. Colorado has excellent coverage of our newspapers. HOWEVER, many families are not publishing notices in the newspapers and are using online services through the mortuary for any sort of obit or memorial. These are ephemeral in many instances. Are any of you capturing these notices in any format as a substitute or supplement to your obituary files.

James K. Jeffrey
Genealogy Specialist
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
Especially given that funeral homes DO go out of business. (Less than 5 years ago the facility that handled end-of-life matters for my father's family for most of a century went out of business, selling their assets to another funeral home. I doubt that digital files will be a continuing cost the new management will wish to maintain [and upgrade as technology progresses].)

Betsy Roberts Miller

Betsy R. Miller
http://www.linkedin.com/in/betsymiller
I am interested in the following if they are available.
The Palatine Immigrant
Georgia Pioneers - all
Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly - all
Journal of the Afro-American Historical and Genealogical Society - all
Missouri State Genealogical Association Journal - all
Rhode Island Roots - all
Mennonite Family History - all
Kentucky Ancestors - all
Pioneer Times (Jefferson, Missouri) - all
Ozar'kin - all

Thank You
Teresa Penny
Groesbeck Public Library

On Wed, Sep 5, 2018 at 11:58 AM Carol Carman <ccarman114 at gmail.com> wrote:

> Hello all,
> >
> > I am new to this list being a retired state government librarian and also
> > a genealogist. One of the societies in which I am an officer was given a
> > bunch of genealogy periodicals that have been residing in my garage for
> > several years. Our society library took some of them initially and a dozen
> > or so boxes were shipped to the Mid-Continent Public Library but stacks
> > still remain. As a last ditch effort to get rid of them before recycling
> > them I am offering them to anyone on this list. I would prefer that you
> > take whole runs rather than random copies. The only cost to you would be to
> > pay for the actual postage. I am attaching a list of the titles and issues
> > available.
> > > Carol Carman
> > > Mid-Atlantic Germanic Society
> > >
> > > genealib mailing list
> > > genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> > > http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> >------------------next part ------------------
> >An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> >URL:
> ><http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180906/77bfadc7/attachment.html>
I am also interested in the following if still available:
American Genealogist - ALL
New England Historical and Genealogical Register - ALL
South Carolina Magazine of Ancestral Research - ALL
Georgia Genealogical Magazine - ALL
Illinois State Genealogical Society Quarterly - ALL
The Hoosier Genealogist - ALL

Thank You
Teresa Penny
Groesbeck Public Library

On Thu, Sep 6, 2018 at 5:15 AM Teresa Penny <jtpenny87 at gmail.com> wrote:

> I am interested in the following if they are available.
> The Palatine Immigrant
> Georgia Pioneers - all
> Georgia Genealogical Society Quarterly - all
> Journal of the Afro-American Historical and Genealogical Society - all
> Missouri State Genealogical Association Journal - all
> Rhode Island Roots - all
> Mennonite Family History - all
> Kentucky Ancestors - all
> Pioneer Times (Jefferson, Missouri) - all
> Ozar'kin - all
> 
> Thank You
> Teresa Penny
> Groesbeck Public Library
>
> On Wed, Sep 5, 2018 at 11:58 AM Carol Carman <ccarman114 at gmail.com> wrote:
> 
> >> Hello all,
> >>
> >> I am new to this list being a retired state government librarian and also
> >> a genealogist. One of the societies in which I am an officer was given a
> >> bunch of genealogy periodicals that have been residing in my garage for
> >> several years. Our society library took some of them initially and a dozen
> >> or so boxes were shipped to the Mid-Continent Public Library but stacks
> >> still remain. As a last ditch effort to get rid of them before recycling
> >> them I am offering them to anyone on this list. I would prefer that you
> >> take whole runs rather than random copies. The only cost to you would be to
> >> pay for the actual postage. I am attaching a list of the titles and issues
> >> available.
> >>
> >> Carol Carman
> >> Mid-Atlantic Germanic Society
> >>
> >> genealib mailing list
> >> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> >> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
When our FGS award wining technology group went to digitize some local funeral home records, the owner was OK with it. But others pointed out that there were recent privacy issues (at least in our state). And the clips that the FH kept are still under copyright to the local newspapers. Also, one of the biggest local FH's went out of business, the county took over the building and a fire destroyed all their records for more than one hundred years. And in Albany NY there is a FH when they keep their records above a stove in an old kitchen.. I am --not--making this up. I write about it a few years ago after a personal visit there.

Even worse, the big local library no longer cuts and files those obits or death notices, and the online index to them back to the 1950s has been off line all of 2018.

Yet, another little local library does have some things online: [http://hpl.org/resources/local-history/obituaries/].

Go figure. I was told to my face a number of years ago that the paper would sue us if we tried that. Meaning of this post - things vary a great deal all over the country.

Larry Naukam

We have a few resources for finding obituaries. One is a set of books created by Donna and Donald McGuire that are titled An Abstract of Births, Deaths, Marriages, etc. from Morgan County, Indiana Newspapers (the 11 volumes cover 1846 through 1908 but unfortunately our newspapers on microfilm do not go that far back ?). We also have a 6 volume set of 3 ring binders that list obits in the local newspapers (giving just a name and date obit appeared in the paper) that covers 1841 ? 2017. At the end of this year I will create a 2018 listing from our obituaries online. You may view these at https://in.evanced.info/morg/genealogy/obitview.asp . I create a hard copy of the online version because I am not 100% certain this source
will be available in the years to come. It was created by EVANCED and they were bought owned by DEMCO if I remember correctly. Anyway, there are no online photos of the obituaries as they appeared in the newspaper. Even I have to admit the online version can be confusing. After a certain point in time, all fields in this database were filled in if the information was available in the newspaper. This means that the date of death is the actual date of death. Whereas before it was the date the obituary appeared in the newspaper and that was the only information given. This database entry is very time consuming and we are fortunate to have a dedicated volunteer to do the data entry once a week. So it stays fairly current.

What I am concerned about is the fact that microfilm is going by the wayside. Also, our equipment is out-of-date and very few people want to use the newer machine. I have heard that the local newspaper publisher is willing to provide the library with newspapers.com and have the local papers digitized. So we shall see how that goes. I would welcome any comments about newspapers.com both good and bad. You may direct these comments to me at jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info and if enough people are interested and I have permission to do so from those who respond, I will be happy to send one email to the listserv containing the responses.

Thanks and apologies for being so wordy.

Janice Kistler
Reference and Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
Martinsville, IN

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sarah Kirby
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2018 5:51 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Obituaries

We try to capture copies and add them to our obituary card index just like we do our obituary clippings.

Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180906/97a6fd0d/attachment.html>

From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Thu Sep 6 10:54:28 2018
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Thomas Jay Kemp)
Date: Thu, 6 Sep 2018 10:54:28 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] America's GenealogyBank and America's Obituaries & Death Notices
Message-ID: <CAFnPa7YfFWy9GvdRe+_3sqUjtkhoDbi1+FTwzPxWzOob=-5dNw@mail.gmail.com>
Do you use America's GenealogyBank and America's Obituaries & Death Notices? If so - would you please contact me offlist ....

Tom

Thomas Jay Kemp
Thomas.J.Kemp at gmail.com
-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180906/31bc9b7c/attachment.html>

From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org  Thu Sep  6 19:25:06 2018
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Thu, 6 Sep 2018 23:25:06 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Books for Postage
Message-ID: <95d9e2ff6e7045f5bddb73a535f76c3c@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>

This is a list of duplicate titles that our library would like to rehome for the cost of postage. Please reply to me directly at the e-mail address below if you are interested in any of the titles. All are in good shape with no library labels or markings.

Wurttemberg emigration index, v.3 Schenk, et al.
Memorial to the pioneer women of the Western Reserve, v.1 Wickham
Memorial to the pioneer women of the Western Reserve, v.2 Wickham
Notable Southern families, v.1 Armstrong 1974
Genealogical notes: relating to the families of Hon. Lyman Hall of Georgia; Hon. Samuel Holden Parsons Hall of Brighanton, N. Y., and Hon. Nathon Kelsey Hall of Buffalo, N. Y. Hall 1886
Pennsylvania German pioneers: a publication of the original lists of arrivals in the port of Philadelphia from 1727 to 1808, v.1 Strassburger 1980
Pennsylvania German pioneers: a publication of the original lists of arrivals in the port of Philadelphia from 1727 to 1808, v.2 Strassburger 1980
Emigrants to Pennsylvania, 1641-1819: a consolidation of ship passenger lists from the Pennsylvania magazine of history and biography Tepper 1978
Genealogical data relating to the German settlers of Pennsylvania and adjacent territory Hocker 1980
Index to the 1820 census of Virginia Felldin 1976
Heads of families at the first census of the United States taken in the year 1790: Connecticut GPO 1908
Heads of families at the first census of the United States taken in the year 1790: Massachusetts GPO 1908
Heads of families at the first census of the United States taken in the year 1790: Vermont GPO 1908
Heads of families at the first census of the United States taken in the year 1790: New Hampshire GPO 1908
Heads of families at the first census of the United States taken in the year 1790: Rhode Island GPO 1908
Heads of families at the first census of the United States taken in the year 1790: Maine GPO 1908
Heads of families at the first census of the United States taken in the year 1790: New York GPO 1908
Heads of families at the first census of the United States taken in the year 1790: Virginia GPO 1908
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.

John Lubbock

Hi,

If Genealogical notes: relating to the families of Hon. Lyman Hall of
Georgia; Hon. Samuel Holden Parsons Hall of Bringhamton, N. Y., and Hon.
Nathon is available I would love to add it to our local library's

Thank you.

Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Georgia Room
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31404
Hi,
If *Emigrants to Pennsylvania, 1641-1819 : a consolidation of ship passenger lists from the Pennsylvania magazine of history and biography* is still available, we would love to have it.

Thanks!
On Thu, Sep 6, 2018 at 7:25 PM, Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org> wrote:

> This is a list of duplicate titles that our library would like to rehome for the cost of postage. Please reply to me directly at the e-mail address below if you are interested in any of the titles. All are in good shape with no library labels or markings.
>
> Wurttemberg emigration index, v.3 Schenk, et al.
>
> Memorial to the pioneer women of the Western Reserve, v.1 Wickham
>
> Memorial to the pioneer women of the Western Reserve, v.2 Wickham
>
> Notable Southern families, v.1 Armstrong 1974
>
> Genealogical notes: relating to the families of Hon. Lyman Hall of Georgia; Hon. Samuel Holden Parsons Hall of Bringhamton, N. Y., and Hon. Nathen Kelsey Hall of Buffalo, N. Y. Hall 1886
>
> Pennsylvania German pioneers: a publication of the original lists of arrivals in the port of Philadelphia from 1727 to 1808, v.1 Strassburger 1980
>
> Pennsylvania German pioneers: a publication of the original lists of arrivals in the port of Philadelphia from 1727 to 1808, v.2 Strassburger 1980
>
> Emigrants to Pennsylvania, 1641-1819: a consolidation of ship passenger lists from the Pennsylvania magazine of history and biography Tepper 1978
>
> Genealogical data relating to the German settlers of Pennsylvania and adjacent territory Hocker 1980
>
> Index to the 1820 census of Virginia Felldin 1976
>
> Heads of families at the first census of the United States taken in the year 1790: Connecticut GPO 1908
>
> Heads of families at the first census of the United States taken in the year 1790: Massachusetts GPO 1908
>
> Heads of families at the first census of the United States taken in the year 1790: Vermont GPO 1908
>
> Heads of families at the first census of the United States taken in the year 1790: New Hampshire GPO 1908
>
> Heads of families at the first census of the United States taken in the year 1790: Rhode Island GPO 1908
>
> Heads of families at the first census of the United States taken in the
> year 1790: Maine                   GPO         1908
> 
> Heads of families at the first census of the United States taken in the
> year 1790: New York                 GPO         1908
> 
> Heads of families at the first census of the United States taken in the
> year 1790: Virginia                  GPO         1908
> 
> *Elizabeth A. Glasgow*
> Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
> Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
> 444 Mahoning Ave. NW
> Warren, Ohio 44483
> (330) 399-8807, Ext.120
>
> glasgowe at wtcpl.org
>
> *We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth. *
> * John Lubbock*
>
> [image: WTCPL_Lo goeso _Logo_E mail]
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> --
> Diane Stepro
> Genealogy and History Librarian
> Jeffersonville Township Public Library
> 812-285-5641
>  ------------ next part ------------
> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL:
> <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180907/26ae4f7f/
> attachment.html>
>  ------------ next part ------------
> A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
> Name: image001.png
> Type: image/png
> Size: 3922 bytes
> Desc: not available
> URL:
> <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180907/26ae4f7f/
> attachment.png>
>
> From lindakochemai email at gmail.com Tue Sep 11 23:02:20 2018
> From: lindakochemai email at gmail.com (Linda Koch)
We have a volunteer who wants to post local obituaries online, for free. Does anyone know how to do this and where she should look for a place that accepts obits.

Thank you,

Linda Koch
retired librarian, now a volunteer researcher
Then and Now Genealogy Library, Dorr, MI

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180911/044d3c12/attachment.html>

From mcphilbrick at gmail.com Wed Sep 12 12:17:55 2018
From: mcphilbrick at gmail.com (Marcia Philbrick)
Date: Wed, 12 Sep 2018 11:17:55 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Affiliate Library Application Question
Message-ID: <CADaktm1yoX8xd90gj8RjJf82xd002EE8awbA1csaDKss93HUG@mail.gmail.com>

My local public library is going to apply to become an affiliate library. However, the copy of the form does not indicate where they should send the application.

Does anyone know the address to submit an application to become an affiliate library?

Thank you!

--
Marcia Philbrick
Genealogist - Heartland Genealogy
<https://sites.google.com/site/heartlandgenie/>
Visual Worship Leader - Seneca United Methodist Church
<https://www.facebook.com/SenecaUnitedMethodist/?fref=ts>

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180912/a1625d4d/attachment.html>

From cas.search at gmail.com Wed Sep 12 14:23:16 2018
From: cas.search at gmail.com (Charlotte Sellers)
Date: Wed, 12 Sep 2018 14:23:16 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] posting obituaries online for free
In-Reply-To: <CA+mUgxVMHKeb11Xg5RWASd900CwBz0pXW4ZbEDkahihf-w4JAQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CA+mUgxVMHKeb11Xg5RWASd900CwBz0pXW4ZbEDkahihf-w4JAQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CALFXJk=Jt0CszxU7nWJCpT5ZgBEso1b51L1-H7xAPEuGEo7DjA@mail.gmail.com>

The daily newspaper here (Seymour [IN] Tribune) makes obituaries available online without charge -- as do the local funeral homes. The names can be googled. Perhaps names with DOB & DOD, maybe spouse, could be put in a spreadsheet along with name of the obit location and a digital link?

If the newspaper doesn't already make the obits available without charge, perhaps someone could approach them about the possibilities?

At the same time, I know several deaths in the community do not have obits
published for a variety of reasons. Perhaps every few months the names
without obits could be collected from the health department (and/or
cemeteries?) and added to the database?

The JC History Center here has a volunteer who collects obits from the
newspapers in print form and adds them to a binder -- a time-consuming
process. She laughs that she's always driving around with dead people in
her trunk.

Charlotte Sellers
Jackson County, Indiana
digging into local & family history

On Tue, Sep 11, 2018 at 11:02 PM Linda Koch <lindakochemail at gmail.com>
wrote:

> We have a volunteer who wants to post local obituaries online, for free.
> Does anyone know how to do this and where she should look for a place that
> accepts obits.
> Thank you,
> Linda Koch
> retired librarian, now a volunteer researcher
> Then and Now Genealogy Library, Dorr, MI
>
> genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180912/740ccfc0/
attachment-0001.html>

From BushCD at familysearch.org Thu Sep 13 07:05:04 2018
From: BushCD at familysearch.org (Cherie Bush)
Date: Thu, 13 Sep 2018 11:05:04 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Affiliate Library Application Question
In-Reply-To: <CADaktm1yoX8xdd9Ogj8RjJfF82xd0o2EE8awbAicsADkss93HUG@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CADaktm1yoX8xdd9Ogj8RjJfF82xd0o2EE8awbAicsADkss93HUG@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BN6PR04MB10128999EC1886F89D785C0DBD1A0@BN6PR04MB1012.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>

Marcia,
Feel free to send it directly to me: bushcd at familysearch.org<mailto:bushcd at
familysearch.org>. The instructions were on the intro email, but I am happy to help.

Cherie
My local public library is going to apply to become an affiliate library. However, the copy of the form does not indicate where they should send the application.

Does anyone know the address to submit an application to become an affiliate library?

Thank you!

--

Marcia Philbrick
Genealogist - Heartland Genealogy

Visual Worship Leader - Seneca United Methodist Church

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180913/ed5f99a0/attachment.html

From RPOLLITT at columbuslibrary.org Thu Sep 13 13:07:41 2018
From: RPOLLITT at columbuslibrary.org (Russ Pollitt)
Date: Thu, 13 Sep 2018 17:07:41 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Family History Day Event with J. Mark Lowe
Message-ID: <MWHPR06MB2526428A520E966C30D3DE8DC91A0@MWHPR06MB2526.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>

Family History Day with J. Mark Lowe

Columbus Metropolitan Library in Columbus, Ohio will be hosting it's 3rd annual FAMILY HISTORY DAY on Saturday, October 6, 2018, from 9:30 am to 4:30pm.

Nationally known genealogist J Mark Lowe will be presenting four sessions:

- Finding Your Landless Ancestors
- Dower, Dowry, Detinue: Women and Their Men's Property
- Focusing on Pathways 'cross the Ohio River
- Looking for Papa, Finding a People

FREE admission and parking. Register for this free event at columbuslibrary.org/RSVP <http://www.columbuslibrary.org/rsvp>

Genealibbers, please come and share with your customers/patrons.

Russ Pollitt - Genealogy Subject Specialist
Columbus Metropolitan Library - Local History & Genealogy
www.columbuslibrary.org/research/local-history-genealogy
From fxlibrarian at gmail.com  Thu Sep 13 15:19:15 2018
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Thu, 13 Sep 2018 15:19:15 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room books and microfilm to trade
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu90+aMMEtQ0GEeQg7Kpep-hGLAJnpOuS03Zr80BvhEnYA@mail.gmail.com>

Elaine McRey <fxlibrarian at gmail.com>
to Librarians
Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has books and duplicates
of census microfilm for Virginia to trade. Please respond to our
volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and
Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov. For the microfilm, please specify
that it's Box 1 and give the reel number. Be sure to include your mailing
address in your email so that we can make your mailing label. There's an
Excel and a pdf version of the same list, so I hope everyone will be able
to open it. Apologies for sending attachments, but the county won't allow
us to use file sharing services.

If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage
reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to

Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030

Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer
will email you to tell you that the box has been sent to our mail room, and
she'll include a list of which books or films are in the box.

Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
Collective wisdom sought.


The genealib archives only have references to MyHeritage trials.

Does anyone have this database for patrons?

How does it compare to HeritageQuest the database mel.org is dropping? HQ has the Revolutionary War pensions, US census images, the Freedmen's Bank records, digitized local histories and more.

HeritageQuest is only available as an institutional subscription unlike MyHeritage and Ancestry for that matter where individuals can purchase access.

I've just located a video tutorial for MyHLE but it's from 2015 and I haven't had a chance to watch it yet.

MyHeritage has lots of non US records and I understand World Vital Records which used to include NewspaperArchive so we will be picking up newspapers
but that may no longer be the case. The MyHeritage promos speak in terms of hundreds and thousands of databases, images, etc. but no specifics for making comparisons.

Thank you for your insights.

Katheryn Carrier
Reference

Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan 49686 USA

231-932-8502 Reference
-------------- next part --------------
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From jgramlich at akronlibrary.org Fri Sep 14 11:42:11 2018
From: jgramlich at akronlibrary.org (Gramlich, Jane)
Date: Fri, 14 Sep 2018 15:42:11 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] MyHeritage Library Edition
In-Reply-To: <CAB0Jr2Q18C9Ex+K8puFqNT378q5KsFAncSMeeUzkuyh7TYOTw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAB0Jr2Q18C9Ex+K8puFqNT378q5KsFAncSMeeUzkuyh7TYOTw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <49EB0C0D0CFD4E4FB4183D4817C7A88E38D0AB86@Exchange-Mail.akronlibrary.org>

We used to carry World Vital Records, but this was replaced with MyHeritage Library Edition. I haven’t been impressed with it. I think Ancestry Library Edition and FamilySearch are far more robust, but we’re stuck with it MyHLE, at least for the duration of our previous WVR subscription. I realize FamilySearch is not technically a library database in the traditional sense, especially if you’re not an FHL affiliate library, but at least you can refer your patrons to it.

My general impression of MyHLE is that it’s heavy on indexes and transcriptions, light on images, and there’s a lot of overlap with FamilySearch. Their search function is very simple and will probably appeal to beginners, but doesn’t have the flexibility of HQ, which mirrors Ancestry’s search function. What really bothers me about MyHLE is their lack of context and metadata for their records. For example, there’s a database called Irish Prisoners, 1780 - 1867. There are no images, and I can find no information about where these records originated other than an archival reference number that’s meaningless.

You might be losing the Rev. War pensions, but you can still access much of HQ’s content through other sites. Census records are on MyHLE and FamilySearch. HQ’s digital book collection is only about 28,000 items, and I suspect most of them can be accessed on Google Books, Internet Archive, or FamilySearch. Freedman's Bank Records, 1865-1874 are on FamilySearch. The U.S. Serial Set is on American Memory, but it’s a little clunkier to search than HQ.

Comparing the major genealogy databases in detail, picking out both significant and small differences in content and function, would be a full time and never-ending job. Database companies know it and there’s a lot of overlap and content available elsewhere that they will not tell you about.

Jane Gramlich
Librarian, Special Collections
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Katheryn Carrier
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2018 8:29 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] MyHeritage Library Edition

Collective wisdom sought.


The genealib archives only have references to MyHeritage trials.

Does anyone have this database for patrons?

How does it compare to HeritageQuest the database mel.org<http://mel.org> is dropping? HQ has the Revolutionary War pensions, US census images, the Freedmen's Bank records, digitized local histories and more.

HeritageQuest is only available as an institutional subscription unlike MyHeritage and Ancestry for that matter where individuals can purchase access.

I've just located a video tutorial for MyHLE but it's from 2015 and I haven't had a chance to watch it yet.

MyHeritage has lots of non US records and I understand World Vital Records which used to include NewspaperArchive so we will be picking up newspapers but that may no longer be the case. the MyHeritage promos speak in terms of hundreds and thousands of databases, images, etc. but no specifics for making comparisons.

Thank you for your insights.

Katheryn Carrier
Reference

Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan 49686 USA

231-932-8502 Reference
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What is required to become an Affiliate Library? Are there a certain number of microfilm readers and/or computers required? What about the distance between affiliate libraries? I know we couldn’t get an FHC because there was one located in a town 20 miles north of us and one 30 miles SE of us.

Let's chat off of genealib. My email is: bushcd at familysearch.org

Cherie

-----Original Message-----
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Elvina Fernandez
Sent: Friday, September 14, 2018 10:40 AM
To: genealib <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Affiliate Library Application Question

What is required to become an Affiliate Library? Are there a certain number of microfilm readers and/or computers required? What about the distance between affiliate libraries? I know we couldn’t get an FHC because there was one located in a town 20 miles north of us and one 30 miles SE of us.
We had a subscription to World Vital Records, and made the transition to MyHeritage for a one year subscription. Some of my newer genealogy patrons and my staff love it. I'm a bit ambivalent about MyHeritage, and while it has some great European resources, the lack of digitized images is always a concern for me.

We're giving it a year, taking the feedback, see where it goes. I'm personally stoked about a FindMyPast Library subscription, which offers a ton of stuff you can't get on Ancestry or FamilySearch. We'll see what patrons want next year.

Many Thanks,
Debra

On Thu, Sep 13, 2018 at 7:28 PM, Katheryn Carrier <kcarrier at tadl.org> wrote:

> Collective wisdom sought.
> 
> October 1, 2018 MyHeritage Library Edition becomes THE genealogy website
> of the Michigan eLibrary (mel.org).
> 
> The genealib archives only have references to MyHeritage trials.
> 
> Does anyone have this database for patrons?
> 
> How does it compare to HeritageQuest the database mel.org is dropping? HQ
> has the Revolutionary War pensions, US census images, the Freedmen's Bank
> records, digitized local histories and more.
> 
> HeritageQuest is only available as an institutional subscription unlike
> MyHeritage and Ancestry for that matter where individuals can purchase
> access.
> 
> I've just located a video tutorial for MyHLE but it's from 2015 and I
> haven't had a chance to watch it yet.
> 
> MyHeritage has lots of non US records and I understand World Vital Records
> which used to include NewspaperArchive so we will be picking up newspapers
> but that may no longer be the case.the MyHeritage promos speak in terms of
> hundreds and thousands of databases, images, etc. but no specifics for
> making comparisons.
> 
> Thank you for your insights.
> 
> Katheryn Carrier
> Reference
> 
> Traverse Area District Library
> 610 Woodmere Avenue
> Traverse City, Michigan 49686 USA
I have a personal success story with MyHeritage Library Edition that it seems appropriate to share in this discussion.

A week ago today I finally found my maternal grandmother's 1892 Baltimore passenger list on MyHLE which I had been trying to find for many years on FamilySearch, Ancestry.com, and the archive.org Soundex index cards which are digitized from the Allen County Public Library's microfilm collection. Her name was misspelled (who could have guessed that?) but she showed up indexed on MyHLE. I don't know why - maybe they have a better search algorithm.

Now to find my maternal grandfather's 1887 passenger list.

Ernie Thode
We had a subscription to World Vital Records, and made the transition to MyHeritage for a one year subscription. Some of my newer genealogy patrons and my staff love it. I'm a bit ambivalent about MyHeritage, and while it has some great European resources, the lack of digitized images is always a concern for me.

We're giving it a year, taking the feedback, see where it goes. I'm personally stoked about a FindMyPast Library subscription, which offers a ton of stuff you can't get on Ancestry or FamilySearch. We'll see what patrons want next year.

Many Thanks,
Debra

On Thu, Sep 13, 2018 at 7:28 PM, Katheryn Carrier <kcarrier at tadl.org> wrote:

>> Collective wisdom sought.
>>
>>
>> The genealib archives only have references to MyHeritage trials.
>>
>> Does anyone have this database for patrons?
>>
>> How does it compare to HeritageQuest the database mel.org is dropping?
>> HQ has the Revolutionary War pensions, US census images, the Freedmen's Bank records, digitized local histories and more.
>>
>> HeritageQuest is only available as an institutional subscription unlike MyHeritage and Ancestry for that matter where individuals can purchase access.
>>
>> I've just located a video tutorial for MyHLE but it's from 2015 and I haven't had a chance to watch it yet.
>>
>> MyHeritage has lots of non US records and I understand World Vital Records which used to include NewspaperArchive so we will be picking up newspapers but that may no longer be the case.the MyHeritage promos speak in terms of hundreds and thousands of databases, images, etc. but no specifics for making comparisons.
>>
>> Thank you for your insights.
>>
>> Katheryn Carrier
>> Reference
>>
>> Traverse Area District Library
>> 610 Woodmere Avenue
>> Traverse City, Michigan  49686  USA
>>
>> 231-932-8502 Reference
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> genealib mailing list
From kdolce at volusia.org  Fri Sep 14 15:24:56 2018
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Fri, 14 Sep 2018 15:24:56 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] MyHeritage Library Edition
In-Reply-To: <CAC3rUmTcY9JspOMFTLbbmv00wz4xhJq_-U92vqDD129mKQCxuQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAB0Jr2Q18C9Ex+k8puFqNT378q5KsFAnCSMeUeUzkuyh7TYQTW@mail.gmail.com>  
<CABS3ZHqddUb_evSBg549xbag-FcP4c7CZGe4qJk6waDe=w204w@mail.gmail.com>  
<CAC3rUmTcY9JspOMFTLbbmv00wz4xhJq_-U92vqDD129mKQCxuQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <5B9C0B08020000AA000AB69E@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>

That's fantastic, Ernie Thode. And a misspelled name? What are the odds of that happening??  Ha.
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org

>>> Ernest Thode <ernestthode at gmail.com> 9/14/2018 3:06 PM >>>
I have a personal success story with MyHLE that it seems appropriate to share in this discussion.

A week ago today I finally found my maternal grandmother's 1892 Baltimore passenger
list on MyHLE which I had been trying to find for many years on FamilySearch, Ancestry.com, and the archive.org Soundex index cards which are digitized from the Allen County Public Library's microfilm collection. Her name was misspelled (who could have guessed that?) but she showed up indexed on MyHLE. I don't know why - maybe they have a better search algorithm.

Now to find my maternal grandfather's 1887 passenger list.

Ernie Thode

On Fri, Sep 14, 2018 at 2:11 PM, Debra Dudek <ddudek at fountaindale.org> wrote:

We had a subscription to World Vital Records, and made the transition to MyHeritage for a one year subscription. Some of my newer genealogy patrons and my staff love it. I'm a bit ambivalent about MyHeritage, and while it has some great European resources, the lack of digitized images is always a concern for me.

We're giving it a year, taking the feedback, see where it goes. I'm personally stoked about a FindMyPast Library subscription, which offers a ton of stuff you can't get on Ancestry or FamilySearch. We'll see what patrons want next year.

Many Thanks,
Debra

On Thu, Sep 13, 2018 at 7:28 PM, Katheryn Carrier <kcarrier at tadl.org> wrote:

Collective wisdom sought.


The genealib archives only have references to MyHeritage trials.

Does anyone have this database for patrons?

How does it compare to HeritageQuest the database mel.org is dropping? HQ has the Revolutionary War pensions, US census images, the Freedmen's Bank records, digitized local histories and more.

HeritageQuest is only available as an institutional subscription unlike MyHeritage and Ancestry for that matter where individuals can purchase access.

I've just located a video tutorial for MyHLE but it's from 2015 and I haven't had a chance to watch it yet.

MyHeritage has lots of non US records and I understand World Vital Records which used to include NewspaperArchive so we will be picking up newspapers but that may no longer be the case. the MyHeritage promos speak in terms of hundreds and thousands of databases, images, etc. but no specifics for making comparisons.

Thank you for your insights.

Katheryn Carrier
Reference

Traverse Area District Library
I'm not a big fan of HeritageQuest - the limited number of records (and overlap with other sites for what they do have...) and the lack of a site-wide search feature are my biggest issues. The second is especially hard, at least in my experience, for people just starting out :-(

Maine added MyHeritage Library edition to our databases as of July 1, as the at-home use option. The feedback that I've gotten so far has been mostly positive.

I've found MyHeritage's 1940 census indexing to be more accurate than Ancestry's several times that I've been helping a patron this summer who is a beginner at research, for example. Sample for you to try: Arline Toof,
b. 1934.

One of the other positive features for me is a Maine newspaper that picked up lots of stories from around the state, so I've been able to use it to pin down event dates when a patron says something like "my uncle was shot sometime in the '20s or '30s" before looking in the unindexed other newspapers. Many of the newspapers are from Chronicling America, but it's nice to not have to flip to several sites ~ just like I'm glad for the basic search in Ancestry pulling in FindAGrave records ~ many patrons I've worked with really have trouble with juggling too many websites.

*B.J. Jamieson, M.S.L.S., PG Cert. {genealogy}*
*Genealogy reference specialist *
*Maine State Library*

*(207) 287-5613*
*b.j.jamieson at maine.gov <b.j.jamieson at maine.gov>*
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From rkempmlis at gmail.com Tue Sep 18 01:55:11 2018
From: rkempmlis at gmail.com (R Kemp)
Date: Mon, 17 Sep 2018 22:55:11 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Native American Research
Message-ID: <04D5A846-2522-48C8-A153-44A18085CDBF@gmail.com>

Hi folks! This is a personal question, so if it's out of place, please let me know.

TL;DR: What is the best resource for researching Native American Ancestors?

I am trying to find out more about my great-great grandparents, one or both of whom were Native American. Is there a seminal work that can help me search for Native American ancestors? I have tracked them in census and other records and have exhausted those resources. I need to change the focus of my search and I don't know where to start.

Thanks!
Rebecca

From genbook at gmail.com Tue Sep 18 07:20:17 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Tue, 18 Sep 2018 07:20:17 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Native American Research
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhXeBrK+4tqLHeSN6L5smQ93OS_hNtWaFNGgO1Zx+SRcsQ@mail.gmail.com>

There is so much to look for, but you may want to start with this reference: https://www.familysearch.org/wiki/en/American_Indian_Genealogy.

As we do not know what and where I should point out that there may very well be "hidden" sources - for example a local to me professor has written
extensively on a series of annual censuses of the local tribes, kept in order to make sure that every one of the members got their grant from the government. That local individual census goes way back into the 1800s. So, always be open to looking in out of the way places in addition to the main sources.

A member of our local genealogical society collaborated on a book for researching the local tribes in our state. Lastly, there are more and more genealogy organizations popping up in the tribal groups themselves. I have attended local meetings where their officers of the se groups come and share info.

Best of luck

Larry Naukam

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From muskogeehistory at eodls.org  Tue Sep 18 12:43:08 2018
From: muskogeehistory at eodls.org (MuskogeePublic LibraryGenealogy)
Date: Tue, 18 Sep 2018 11:43:08 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Native American Research
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhXeBrK+4tqLHeSN6L5smQ930S_hNtWaFNGgO1Zx+SRcsQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAKEoNhXeBrK+4tqLHeSN6L5smQ930S_hNtWaFNGgO1Zx+SRcsQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CACHYTxyzRRMXoBAD2_HbqBi3r+icZc+TnmbA8=ykuDoke1z+__g@mail.gmail.com>

Pay attention to the U.S. Census and what it lists as ethnic group and hopefully it will be I for Indian. The 1900 and 1910 Census has special forms for those claiming Native American ancestry. The top is just like the other forms, but the bottom half lists tribe and other good information. Pay attention to the geographical area and learn what tribes lived in that area.

We do a lot of Oklahoma Five Tribes: Western Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw, Chickasaw, Seminole. We tell researchers to work their pedigree chart, placing emphasis on solid documentation, back to the time period between 1896 and 1906. If they are in one of the nations on the 1900 U.S. Census in Indian Territory and on one of the special enumeration forms, then check the Dawes Roll. The research is different for all the tribes since they had different records.

Nancy Calhoun

On Tue, Sep 18, 2018 at 6:20 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:

> There is so much to look for, but you may want to start with this
> As we do not know what and where I should point out that there may very
> well be "hidden" sources - for example a local to me professor has written
> extensively on a series of annual censuses of the local tribes, kept in
> order to make sure that every one of the members got their grant from the
> government. That local individual census goes way back into the 1800s. So,
> always be open to looking in out of the way places in addition to the main
> sources.
A member of our local genealogical society collaborated on a book for researching the local tribes in our state. Lastly, there are more and more genealogy organizations popping up in the tribal groups themselves. I have attended local meetings where their officers of the se groups come and share info.

Best of luck

Larry Naukam

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

--
Genealogy and Local History Department
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401
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From KKallikorm-Rhodes at dar.org  Tue Sep 18 13:15:07 2018
From: KKallikorm-Rhodes at dar.org (Kallikorm-Rhodes, Kadri)
Date: Tue, 18 Sep 2018 17:15:07 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Native American Research
In-Reply-To: <CACHYTxyzRRMX0BAd2_HbqBi3r+icZc+TnmbA8=ykuDoke1z+_g@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAKEoNhXeBrK+4tqLHeSN6L5smQ93OS_hNtWaFNGg01Zx+SRcsQ@mail.gmail.com>
<Message-ID: <0E66BC61FA52C242BC1EA371B2518C1701021F3C@Mail3>>

DAR?s Forgotten Patriots may also provide some useful bibliography for some types of older records:
https://www.dar.org/sites/default/files/media/library/DARpublications/

Best,

Kadri Kallikorm-Rhodes

Reference Librarian
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
202.628.1776 ext. 353
Kkallikorm-rhodes at dar.org<mailto:Kkallikorm-rhodes at dar.org>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of MuskogeePublic LibraryGenealogy
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2018 12:43 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Native American Research
Pay attention to the U.S. Census and what it lists as ethnic group and hopefully it will be I for Indian. The 1900 and 1910 Census has special forms for those claiming Native American ancestry. The top is just like the other forms, but the bottom half lists tribe and other good information. Pay attention to the geographical area and learn what tribes lived in that area.

We do a lot of Oklahoma Five Tribes: Western Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw, Chickasaw, Seminole. We tell researchers to work their pedigree chart, placing emphasis on solid documentation, back to the time period between 1896 and 1906. If they are in one of the nations on the 1900 U.S. Census in Indian Territory and on one of the special enumeration forms, then check the Dawes Roll. The research is different for all the tribes since they had different records.

Nancy Calhoun

On Tue, Sep 18, 2018 at 6:20 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com<mailto:genbook at gmail.com>> wrote:
There is so much to look for, but you may want to start with this reference: https://www.familysearch.org/wiki/en/American_Indian_Genealogy<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.familysearch.org_wiki_en_American-5FIndian-5FGenealogy&d=DwMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiimMM&r=5UGS3Japp7mAi19f1IoC407fKhHyHqKTD5FtRxldckICO&m=SVBSLKoITc-PZGYRmHZAFuVSD0yV_krWwLmHL8ysx8&s=NF8SJUWIX6HqTRrDERKv33B9mCfxg27JuCIpxLY9xk&e=>. As we do not know what and where I should point out that there may very well be "hidden" sources - for example a local to me professor has written extensively on a series of annual censuses of the local tribes, kept in order to make sure that every one of the members got their grant from the government. That local individual census goes way back into the 1800s. So, always be open to looking in out of the way places in addition to the main sources.

A member of our local genealogical society collaborated on a book for researching the local tribes in our state. Lastly, there are more and more genealogy organizations popping up in the tribal groups themselves. I have attended local meetings where their officers of the se groups come and share info.

Best of luck

Larry Naukam

Genealogy and Local History Department
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
I would be remiss if I didn’t recommend our publication, Tracing Ancestors Among the Five Civilized Tribes Southeastern Indians Prior to Removal, by Rachal Lennon. Here is the link to the book’s description:

https://library.genealogical.com/printpurchase/XvRDX

Joe Garonzik
Marketing Director
Genealogical.com

DAR’s Forgotten Patriots may also provide some useful bibliography for some types of older records:

Best,

Kadri Kallikorm-Rhodes
Pay attention to the U.S. Census and what it lists as ethnic group and hopefully it will be I for Indian. The 1900 and 1910 Census has special forms for those claiming Native American ancestry. The top is just like the other forms, but the bottom half lists tribe and other good information. Pay attention to the geographical area and learn what tribes lived in that area.

We do a lot of Oklahoma Five Tribes: Western Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw, Chickasaw, Seminole. We tell researchers to work their pedigree chart, placing emphasis on solid documentation, back to the time period between 1896 and 1906. If they are in one of the nations on the 1900 U.S. Census in Indian Territory and on one of the special enumeration forms, then check the Dawes Roll. The research is different for all the tribes since they had different records.

Nancy Calhoun

On Tue, Sep 18, 2018 at 6:20 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:

There is so much to look for, but you may want to start with this reference: https://www.familysearch.org/wiki/en/American_Indian_Genealogy

As we do not know what and where I should point out that there may very well be "hidden" sources - for example a local to me professor has written extensively on a
series of annual censuses of the local tribes, kept in order to make sure that every one of the members got their grant from the government. That local individual census goes way back into the 1800s. So, always be open to looking in out of the way places in addition to the main sources.

A member of our local genealogical society collaborated on a book for researching the local tribes in our state. Lastly, there are more and more genealogy organizations popping up in the tribal groups themselves. I have attended local meetings where their officers of the se groups come and share info.

Best of luck

Larry Naukam
Please send the following items from your offers list to the Newburgh Free Library Local History Room for the cost of postage:


Across the Atlantic & Beyond: the Migration of German & Swiss Immigrants to America by Charles R. Halter

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Heather H. Geroghiou
hhgeo at rcls.org
Local History Librarian
Newburgh Free Library
124 Grand St.
Newburgh, NY  12550

------------------------
From: "Elaine McRey" <fxlibrarian at gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2018 3:20 PM
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Possible Spam [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room books and microfilm to trade

Elaine McRey  <fxlibrarian at gmail.com>

Wed, Aug 22, 1:21 PM

to Librarians

Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has books and duplicates of census microfilm for Virginia to trade. Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov. For the microfilm, please specify that it's Box 1 and give the reel number. Be sure to include your mailing address in your email so that we can make your mailing label. There's an Excel and a pdf version of the same list, so I hope everyone will be able to open it. Apologies for sending attachments, but the county won't allow us to use file sharing services.

If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to

Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030

Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer
will email you to tell you that the box has been sent to our mail room, and she'll include a list of which books or films are in the box.

Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
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Here is a link to the Oklahoma Historical Society's resource page for general how to and various resources. NGS has a publication by Kathy Huber on research of Oklahoma tribes.

http://www.okhistory.org/research/americanindians

Nancy Calhoun

On Tue, Sep 18, 2018 at 12:27 PM, Joe Garonzik <jgaronzi at genealogical.com> wrote:

> I would be remiss if I didn?t recommend our publication, *Tracing Ancestors Among the Five Civilized Tribes*
> *Southeastern Indians Prior to Removal,* by Rachal Lennon. Here is the link to the book?s description:
> https://library.genealogical.com/printpurchase/XvRDX
> Joe Garonzik
> Marketing Director
> Genealogical.com
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Kallikorm-Rhodes, Kadri
> *Sent:* Tuesday, September 18, 2018 1:15 PM
> *To:* 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
> *Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Native American Research
DAR’s *Forgotten Patriots* may also provide some useful bibliography for some types of older records: https://www.dar.org/sites/default/files/media/library/DARpublications/Forgotten_Patriots_ISBN-978-1-892237-10-1.pdf

Best,

Kadri Kallikorm-Rhodes
Reference Librarian
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
202.628.1776 ext. 353
Kkallikorm-rhodes at dar.org

Pay attention to the U.S. Census and what it lists as ethnic group and hopefully it will be I for Indian. The 1900 and 1910 Census has special forms for those claiming Native American ancestry. The top is just like the other forms, but the bottom half lists tribe and other good information. Pay attention to the geographical area and learn what tribes lived in that area.

We do a lot of Oklahoma Five Tribes: Western Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw, Chickasaw, Seminole. We tell researchers to work their pedigree chart, placing emphasis on solid documentation, back to the time period between 1896 and 1906. If they are in one of the nations on the 1900 U.S. Census in Indian Territory and on one of the special enumeration forms, then check the Dawes Roll. The research is different for all the tribes since they had different records.

Nancy Calhoun
On Tue, Sep 18, 2018 at 6:20 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:

There is so much to look for, but you may want to start with this reference: https://www.familysearch.org/wiki/en/American_Indian_Genealogy

As we do not know what and where I should point out that there may very well be "hidden" sources - for example a local to me professor has written extensively on a series of annual censuses of the local tribes, kept in order to make sure that every one of the members got their grant from the government. That local individual census goes way back into the 1800s. So, always be open to looking in out of the way places in addition to the main sources.

A member of our local genealogical society collaborated on a book for researching the local tribes in our state. Lastly, there are more and more genealogy organizations popping up in the tribal groups themselves. I have attended local meetings where their officers of the se groups come and share info.

Best of luck

--
Larry Naukam

Genealogy and Local History Department
Muskogee Public Library

801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401
Insofar as I know, there is not a single "seminal" work. The resources available vary greatly from nation to nation.

So, I'll refer you to my go-to source: the FamilySearch Wiki. Try searching by the name of the tribe.

And, others have given you excellent advice as well.
On Thu, Sep 13, 2018 at 8:29 PM Katheryn Carrier <kcarrier at tadl.org> wrote:

> Collective wisdom sought.
> 
> October 1, 2018 MyHeritage Library Edition becomes THE genealogy website
> of the Michigan eLibrary (mel.org).
> 
> The genealib archives only have references to MyHeritage trials.
> 
> Does anyone have this database for patrons?
> 
> How does it compare to HeritageQuest the database mel.org is dropping? HQ
> has the Revolutionary War pensions, US census images, the Freedmen's Bank
> records, digitized local histories and more.
> 
> HeritageQuest is only available as an institutional subscription unlike
> MyHeritage and Ancestry for that matter where individuals can purchase
> access.
> 
> I've just located a video tutorial for MyHLE but it's from 2015 and I
> haven't had a chance to watch it yet.
> 
> MyHeritage has lots of non US records and I understand World Vital Records
> which used to include NewspaperArchive so we will be picking up newspapers
> but that may no longer be the case.the MyHeritage promos speak in terms of
> hundreds and thousands of databases, images, etc. but no specifics for
> making comparisons.
> 
> Thank you for your insights.
>
> Katheryn Carrier
> Reference
> 
> Traverse Area District Library
> 610 Woodmere Avenue
> Traverse City, Michigan  49686  USA
> 
> 231-932-8502 Reference
> 
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> --------------- next part ---------------
> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180919/1fb289d6/attachment.html>
MyHeritage Library Edition is available to library patrons from home.

Drew Smith
Genealogy Librarian, USF Libraries

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Barbara Snow
<barbsnow at umich.edu>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 at 3:51 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] MyHeritage Library Edition

Because I haven't used MyHeritage, I can't compare, but I am VERY unhappy to learn that we will lose Heritage Quest. It is a great site and I often tout it as the best free sites out there, available from home through our Michigan local public libraries.

-------------- next part --------------
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From cgreene at Exchange.FULLERTON.EDU Wed Sep 19 16:24:22 2018
From: cgreene at Exchange.FULLERTON.EDU (Greene, Colleen)
Date: Wed, 19 Sep 2018 20:24:22 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] MyHeritage Library Edition
In-Reply-To: <D42B79E9-4A9E-4AA4-9711-CC852B8D88BB@usf.edu>
References: <CAB0Jr2Q18C9Ex+K8puFqNT378q5KsFAnCSMeUeUzkuyh7TYOTw@mail.gmail.com>
<CADrHOGWTELxZtq=J=rTS2yA-5WfHL6vJ=WswhfOnCFCRoYmp=pw@mail.gmail.com>
<Message-ID: <CAE12EA3-4E85-44C5-9CFA-26AE8CE1D5B@fullerton.edu>

I use MyHeritage Library Edition through the San Jose Public Library, and it's made available to the students in the genealogy/genealogy librarianship course that I teach for San Jose State's School of Information. As Drew mentions, it is available with remote access, and it's very helpful.

Take a look at the video here:

Colleen Greene, MLIS
Marketing Librarian & Digital Humanities Liaison, Pollak Library, California State University Fullerton
Instructor, School of Information, San Jose State University

From: <Smith>, Andrew
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 at 1:01 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] MyHeritage Library Edition

MyHeritage Library Edition is available to library patrons from home.

Drew Smith
Genealogy Librarian, USF Libraries
Because I haven't used MyHeritage, I can't compare, but I am VERY unhappy to learn that we will lose Heritage Quest. It is a great site and I often tout it as the best free sites out there, available from home through our Michigan local public libraries.

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180919/9dc96fca/attachment.html>

From roset at post.tau.ac.il Sun Sep 23 05:20:51 2018
From: roset at post.tau.ac.il (Rose Feldman)
Date: Sun, 23 Sep 2018 12:20:51 +0300
Subject: [Genealib] September release of new additions to the Israel Genealogy Research Association
Message-ID: <20180923122051.Horde.Y8EubTpRoYRbp1rzMCQhgIA@webmail.tau.ac.il>

Five new databases and update of two databases = over 32,000 additional lines to the Israel Genealogy Research Association collection.

https://www.slideshare.net/igra3/sep-2018-igrarelease

Rose Feldman
Israel Genealogy Research Association
Winner of 2017 IAJGS Award for Volunteer of the Year
http://genealogy.org.il
http://facebook.com/israelgenealogy

Help us index more records at http://igra.csindexing.com

Keep up to date on archives, databases and genealogy in general and Jewish and Israeli roots in particular with http://twitter.com/JewDataGenGirl

From mwilson at cumberland.lib.nc.us Mon Sep 24 08:58:29 2018
From: mwilson at cumberland.lib.nc.us (Mark Wilson)
Date: Mon, 24 Sep 2018 12:58:29 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] A little help for WRL on Friday the 28th
In-Reply-To: <29b7d7012e3944928bb3f80ece96e007@Mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
References: <29b7d7012e3944928bb3f80ece96e007@Mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Message-ID: <153779308939.41485@cumberland.lib.nc.us>

Actually, if we could make it Thursday the 27th instead, I'm pretty sure I've worked out Friday. Thanks again,

Mark
From: Mark Wilson  
Sent: Saturday, September 22, 2018 4:38 PM  
To: Chermaleta Brown  
Cc: Dawn Walcott  
Subject: A little help for WRL on Friday the 28th

Hi, Cherma,

Would you possibly have anyone to spare on Friday the 28th? Thanks for considering it. :)

Mark M. Wilson, Branch Manager  
West Regional Branch Library, CCPL&IC  
7469 Century Circle  
Fayetteville, NC 28306-3141  
mwilson at cumberland.lib.nc.us<mailto:mwilson at cumberland.lib.nc.us> / 910-487-0440 ext. 1469

Your Library  
Winner of the National Medal for Museum and Library Service

-------------- next part --------------
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From mcphilbrick at gmail.com  Thu Sep 27 16:48:01 2018  
From: mcphilbrick at gmail.com (Marcia Philbrick)  
Date: Thu, 27 Sep 2018 15:48:01 -0500  
Subject: [Genealib] Affiliate Library - Photo not available  
Message-ID: <CADaktm377bcHaD0nUJkUItS8bDyX5rd6t6bYUEb7z1Q71UEa6g@mail.gmail.com>

My local library recently got approved as an affiliate library and received the notice that their IP address has been configured. When I login to FamilySearch from within the library, the locks are gone above the camera icon. However, when I click on the camera, it says "photo not available." I've tried logging out and back in and clearing my cache.

Is this normal?

Note:
- Approval email received about 3 hours ago  
- Working with Warrick County, Indiana deed books
Thanks for any help you can provide!

--
Marcia Philbrick
Genealogist - Heartland Genealogy
<https://sites.google.com/site/heartlandgenie/>
Visual Worship Leader - Seneca United Methodist Church
<https://www.facebook.com/SenecaUnitedMethodist/?fref=ts>

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From BushCD at familysearch.org  Thu Sep 27 16:50:21 2018
From: BushCD at familysearch.org (Cherie Bush)
Date: Thu, 27 Sep 2018 20:50:21 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Affiliate Library - Photo not available
In-Reply-To: <CADaktm377bcHaDo0nUJkULtskbxgYxr6t6bYUEb7z1QiOU-A6g@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CADaktm377bcHaDo0nUJkULtskbxgYxr6t6bYUEb7z1QiOU-A6g@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <DM5PR04MB10181A99CDBBD1BCA61591077BD140@DM5PR04MB1018.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>

I'll look into it. Please send me a screen capture for our people to try. Feel free to send it directly to my email: bushcd at familysearch.org<mailto:bushcd at familysearch.org>

Cherie

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Marcia Philbrick
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2018 2:48 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Affiliate Library - Photo not available

My local library recently got approved as an affiliate library and received the notice that their IP address has been configured. When I login to FamilySearch from within the library, the locks are gone above the camera icon. However, when I click on the camera, it says "photo not available." I've tried logging out and back in and clearing my cache.

Is this normal?

Note:

* Approval email received about 3 hours ago
* Working with Warrick County, Indiana deed books

Thanks for any help you can provide!

--
Marcia Philbrick
Genealogist - Heartland Genealogy<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__sites.google.com_site_heartlandgenie_&d=DwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXwKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRn6LxvSP9_wQPxN5VOp2E-iJ-Hp7QG3czg&m=UdD-f96qNvZFrJmcEJfiv83wJmMarZMLpFkbr4nS638&s=c9ugJe_L-tnNgTby9USEll_ui3Mw3PW9aySPRN9100c&eu=>
Hi,

If the image is restricted to viewing at a Family History Center, you won’t be able to view it at your affiliate location.

Sincerely,

Mary Krekelberg
Adult Services Librarian
Indian Prairie Public Library
630/887-8760 ext. 240

www.ippl.info
www.twitter.com/ipplinfo
www.facebook.com/ipplinfo

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Cherie Bush
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2018 3:50 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Affiliate Library - Photo not available

I’ll look into it. Please send me a screen capture for our people to try. Feel free to send it directly to my email: bushcd at familysearch.org

Cherie

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Marcia Philbrick
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2018 2:48 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Affiliate Library - Photo not available

-------------- next part --------------
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Subject: [Genealib] Affiliate Library - Photo not available

My local library recently got approved as an affiliate library and received the notice that their IP address has been configured. When I login to FamilySearch from within the library, the locks are gone above the camera icon. However, when I click on the camera, it says "photo not available." I've tried logging out and back in and clearing my cache.

Is this normal?

Note:

* Approval email received about 3 hours ago
* Working with Warrick County, Indiana deed books

Thanks for any help you can provide!

--
Marcia Philbrick
Genealogist - Heartland Genealogy
Visual Worship Leader - Seneca United Methodist Church

-------------- next part --------------
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